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Simulations

(G)RMHD  
AMR-VAC, BHAC

Ingredients for jet simulations: 
Jet model emission model

thermal, non-thermal  
synchro.py

synthetic image
obs. array & imaging  

synchro.py
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✏e = number ratio

⇣e = energy ratio

✏b = mag. field

✏� = e

�� � ratio

s = spectral slope

⇢j = jet density

⇢a = ambient density

# = viewing angle

� = jet Lorentz factor

�̂ = adiabatic index

B = jetmagnetic field

array config

source position

imaging algorithm



Simulations

(G)RMHD  
AMR-VAC, BHAC

Ingredients for jet simulations: 
Jet model emission model

thermal, non-thermal  
synchro.py

2 C. M. Fromm et al.: VLBI imaging of synthetic relativistic jets

Fig. 1. Steady-state distribution of the pressure from the RHD sim-
ulation. The solid white line corresponds to the jet-ambient medium
boundary and the black lines indicate streamlines along the jet.

The first step in the calculation of the emission is the trans-
formation of the 2D axis-symmetric RHD data into a 3D carte-
sian ray-grid on which we perform the ray-tracing. For this pur-
pose we use a Delauny triangulation (?, see Porth 2011 and
Fromm sub for details) In order to decrease the computational
cost of the ray-tracing we used a modified z-coordinate, zmod, in
the ray-grid:

zmod =

 
1 +

z

zlin

!
zpw

, (2)

where zlin corresponds to extent of the linear scaling and zpw
sets the exponential scale of the axis. This scaling of the z-axis is
particular usefully if we consider jets seen under small viewing
angle, #. To demonstrate the capability of our modified coordi-
nate system we show in Fig. 2 a comparison between density
the x-z plane of the ray-grid and the 2D RHD grid. The ray-grid
covers a physical range of 120Rj ⇥20Rj ⇥2000Rj where we used
4 cells per jet radii in the x- and y-direction and 600 cells in the

z-direction using the modified z-coordinate with zlin = 10 and
zpw = 1.9 (see Eq. 2). The RHD grid consists of 120 ⇥ 8000
cells, thus we have a reduction of a factor of 12 in the number of
cells along the z-direction in the ray-grid. However, the structure
of the jet in the ray-grid (left half of Fig.2) is in good agreement
with the one in the RHD frame (right half of Fig.2).

Fig. 2. Comparison between distribution of the density in the ray-grid
(left half) and in the RHD gird (right half). The r-z slice in ray-grid
consists of 60⇥600 cells and the RHD grid includes 60⇥8000 cells.The
solid white line corresponds to the jet-ambient medium boundary and
the black lines indicate streamlines along the jet.

Once the triangulation is obtained we first re-construct a non-
thermal particle distribution based on the thermal one provided
by the RHD simulations. For this purpose we follow the recipe
given in (???). For the non-thermal particle we assume a power
law distribution:

n

(�) = n0

 
�

�min

!�s

for �min < � < �max, (3)

where n0 is the normalisation constant, �min/max is the mini-
mum respectively the maximum electron Lorentz factor and s is

synthetic image
obs. array & imaging  

synchro.py

Ref: Fromm et al. 2016 5



RMHD setup

Power-law atmosphere

Ref: Porth & Komissarov 2014, Komissarov et al. 2015
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Figure 1. Initial radial structure of the test case model.

Figure 2. Structure of steady-state jets obtained via time-dependent 1D simulations. The plots show the density distribution for models
with  = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5, increasing from left to right. The distance along the vertical axis is defined as z = ct/r

j

, where r
j

is
the initial jet radius. The white contour shows the jet boundary, located using the passive scalar.
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where b� = B�/� is the azimuthal component of the mag-
netic field as measured in the fluid frame using normalized

basis (Komissarov 1999) and Bz is its axial component3.
Equation (10) has infinitely many solutions – given a par-

3 Here the magnetic field strength is defined in such a way that
the factor 1/4⇡ does not appear in the expression for the stress-
energy-momentum tensor.
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Figure 1. Initial radial structure of the test case model.

Figure 2. Structure of steady-state jets obtained via time-dependent 1D simulations. The plots show the density distribution for models
with  = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5, increasing from left to right. The distance along the vertical axis is defined as z = ct/r
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RMHD results

� " ) va " ) rjet #

values at jet nozzle

� " ) less recollimation shocks

⇢j = 0.01⇢a � = 8 �̂ = 13/9  = 1.0

� = b2/w



Emission simulation
re-construct non-thermal particle distribution

3D geometry and radiative transfer (adaptive grid) —> intercell interpolation 



Emission results
emission parameters used
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# = 5�

✏e = 0.3

✏b = 0.1

⇣e = 1.0

acc = 106

p = 2.2 (↵ = 0.6)

⇢a = 1.0⇥ 10�23 g/cm3

Rj = 3⇥ 1018 cm

� = 5 � = 1

# = 5�

✏e = 0.3

✏b = 0.1

⇣e = 1.0

z = 1

acc = 106

p = 2.2 (↵ = 0.6)

⇢a = 1.0⇥ 10�23 g/cm3

Rj = 3⇥ 1018 cm



Emission results

⌫ = 15GHz, � = 5 ⌫ = 15GHz, � = 1

⌫m, � = 5.0 ⌫m, � = 1.0



Synthetic images

⌫ = 15GHz, � = 5

⌫ = 15GHz, � = 1

Observing array: " " Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA)"
Date of observation:" " 27/03/2017"
Observing frequency:"" 5GHz - 86GHz"
On-Off-source:" " " 10min/50min"
Antenna diameter:" " 25m"
System temperature:"" 55K"- 65K 



Synthetic images

⌫ = 15GHz, � = 5

⌫ = 15GHz, � = 1



Synthetic images

⌫ = 15GHz, � = 5

⌫ = 15GHz, � = 1

⌫ = 15GHz, � = 5



Summary & Outlook
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• perform RMHD simulations "
• compute non-thermal emission"
• create synthetic observations"
• simulation-to-synthetic observations pipeline

• apply observers analysis technique  
(spectral index maps, core-shifts, …)"

• direct modelling of observations via GA"
• compute polarisation"
• include radiative losses

Outlook: 

Summary: 


